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Principal Report
Hi everyone,

What an unusual first semester we all experienced.

A huge thank you to our school community, staff, parents, students and friends for their continuous
support during these challenging times.

The majority of our students and staff have now returned to onsite learning following the advice from
the Victorian Chief Health Officer and have settled in well. We will, of course, keep you informed of any
updated advice that might become available.

At the end of this semester students will receive a progress report in a slightly different format in
response to the given circumstances. Should you have any questions regarding the report you received
please contact the school at the beginning of Term 3.

Thank you again for all the support over the last few months.
Take care and stay safe
Peter

YULENDJ LAANG
(MAKING CONNECTIONS)
It was a great opportunity for some
of our boy’s didge group to share
stories with the visitors from
Numbalwar School, NT, in term 1.
Thanks Jensen for welcoming the
students to our school community.
Lots of culture shared through
music, art, artefacts and having a
yarn in their different languages
including totems of our visitors.
Totems and Australian animals were
drawn onto the didgeridoos.

Yulendj Laang

Class 6
Swimming

Class 6 enjoying weekly
swimming sessions during
Term 1 at Pelican Park
Pool.

Class 8

Class 8
Working well
together

Our BBQ programme was a highlight in term 1. Students were filling out lunch
orders and preparing meals while cooking students prepared a dessert. Great
teamwork!
Our horse riders also had a great start to their programme in 2020.

CLASS 10
Some amazing work has been coming from
Class 10 this semester with many students
winning ribbons for their creations at the Red Hill Show.

WELCOME TO P.S.C
Tameka Rees

SCHOOL WIDE POSITIVE BEHAVIOUR SUPPORT
School-wide Positive Behaviour Support (SWPBS) is an evidence-based framework for
preventing and responding to student behaviour. It aims to create a positive school climate,
a culture of student competence and an open, responsive management system for all school
community members.
SWPBS is a proactive approach and focuses on teaching all students agreed expected
behaviours and social skills rather than reacting to inappropriate behaviour. The purpose is
to improve students’ academic, social and emotional outcomes.
PSC College Values: Be a Learner, Be Respectful, Be Safe, Be Responsible

The School Matrix (following page) outlines expected behaviour using consistent
language across all areas of the school. Behaviour expectations are worded positively and
inform students ‘what to do’ rather than what ‘not to do’.

Playground lanyards are used during playground supervision to assist staff and students
with expected behaviour. These lanyards represent the All Learning Areas and Playground
locations and are represented with visuals and text. For example: ‘Keep sand on the
ground.’

Primary Department Reward System
The Primary Department awards ‘stars’ to
students demonstrating our school values
and expected behaviours. The stars are
awarded to students in Specialist classes and outside in the playground. The students
exchange their stars at the Primary Shop each week for reward vouchers and prizes.
Positive behaviour is also reinforced in the classroom with whole class and individual reward
systems.

PENINSULA SPECIALIST COLLEGE MATRIX
BE A LEARNER

BE RESPECTFUL

BE SAFE

BE RESPONSIBLE



Manage my engine
speed
Wait
Listen to instructions
Use my communication
system
Have a go before I give
up




Take turns and share
Use manners and speak
nicely
Accept peoples’
differences
Help others
Respect others’ right to
learn




Use equipment correctly
Tell an adult if
something is unsafe
Keep hands and feet to
self
Request to leave the
learning space
Ask for help




Stay in dry areas
Wear hat in terms 1 & 4





Be a good sport
Look after the garden
Include others



Stay within school
grounds
Only climb on play
equipment
Keep sand on the ground



ALL LEARNING AREAS






PLAYGROUND






















Seek consent
Stay within own
personal space
Look after school and
personal property
Clean up after myself

Ask permission to leave
playground
Enter classroom only
when staff member is
present
Respond to time cues

BATHROOM
TRANSITION

COMMUNITY




Flush the toilet
Wash and dry my hands



Respect privacy of
others




Clean up after myself
Lock/close toilet door





Clean up after myself
Turn the taps off
Put paper towel in the
bin



Be on time





Move quietly
Stay with my group
Move to the left side
when others pass



Walk safely



Open doors for others




Follow community rules
Read and follow
signs/symbols



Follow community rules




Stay with the group
Communicate with staff
and community workers
I know
Know my personal
details
(secondary students)



Look after public
property

Use technology correctly
Wear my seatbelt
Stay in my seat
Use harness, buckle
guard or booster seat to
travel





Look after the bus
Take rubbish with me
Keep body parts inside
the bus





Listen to bus staff




BUS



Use a quiet voice
Use headphones with
devices
Use school language






DIGITAL
TECHNOLOGIES

Senior School were busy in Digital Technology sessions in term 1 preparing for the Red Hill Show.
Students were focusing on photography and the use of Photoshop to create works for exhibition.
All students worked hard to complete a folio of photographs with a select few being given the opportunity
to show off their tech savvy talent on show day.
Congratulations to Zoe Tracy, Codey Wilson and Loqlan Hartwig.

In Music classes in term 1 the
students explored the sounds
percussion instruments make, how
to hold, play and make more than
one sound using the same
instrument. The students played
along to songs, created their own
music and made sound stories using
a variety of instrument sounds. For
example, shake the tambourinelong grass, tap the tambourine- foot
steps, shake the eggies- hissing
snake, scrape the guiro- licking lizard
and tap the guiro- tree branches
moving in the wind.

The VCAL Music group explored
chair and lap drumming, beat boxing
and percussion instrument playalong videos. Students played
separate instrumental parts in the
group and learned to play chords on
the keyboard to explore changing
chords along to music and playing
parts of a song following music
notation.

In Choir the students have been
making song requests, singing
along to lyric videos karaoke style
and learning lyrics to songs as a
group. The students have been
developing skills singing with a
microphone and exploring singing
and speaking voices.

Art @ P.S.C

PHYSICAL EDUCATION NEWS
Students have made a great start to PE this semester, with all students displaying their skills across
Basketball, Tennis and Soccer. Whether it was their shooting, dribbling or passing, students have
shown terrific improvement across the term, always playing with a smile and having plenty of fun. As
a new teacher to the school this has been great to see and I hope it continues throughout the year.
In Class 3/4 students have been getting into a routine and I have been really impressed by how they
have been able to settle and listen in the physical space. Other acknowledgements in the Junior
School go to Classes 8 and 9 and in Senior Class 14/15, who displayed of fair play and inclusion
during Basketball games week. In Class 1/2, our small group has really begun to improve their
throwing and catching skills when completing the activity stations.
In Class 6 and 7, Wednesdays have been good fun, with students heading to Pelican Park in Hastings
to learn their swimming skills. Whether it was learning how to kick and float, do a safe entry or just
building confidence moving in the water, all students have shown great development. This
swimming was also continued by many of the senior students who participated in their lessons
across four days. I was extremely impressed by everyone who gave it a go, no matter their level,
ability or confidence. Special mention to Class 18 for the fun and competitiveness that was displayed
throughout their races. It was disappointing that the Swimming Carnival could not go ahead but we
plan to run it later in the year.
In Interschool Sport, our VCAL students had a good first term competing in both Basketball and
Volleyball. The boys in Basketball had a few wins and the Volleyball team showed improvement
across the weeks. At carnival day we continued this success, with Basketball combining with
Ashwood and Montague students to finish 3rd in B Grade and Runners Up in A Grade. Volleyball were
also really excited to get a win on the day. Special appreciation to those players who combined with
the other schools, they were exemplary in welcoming and playing with students they did not know,
this the biggest positive from the day.
Personally I have had a great start to life at Peninsula, with many students being welcoming, bringing
a smile and always having fun in PE.
Ryan O’Donnell

CLASS 3 WELCOMES JOANNA
In class three in term 1 and term 2 we have been learning to
say ‘Good morning’ to everyone and express how we are
feeling when we are happy, angry, scared or sad using the
emotion cards. We have also been learning the song for days
of the week and months of the year. In Literacy we have been
using the hand writing without tears program which is a
multisensory program. We started by learning how to build a
Mat Man using wooden pieces and a song to learn where each
body part goes. The children then copy the teacher, drawing
each body part step by step such as the eyes, nose and mouth.
We have also been looking at fairy tales, we have learnt the
story of ‘The three little pig’, ‘The gingerbread man’ and ‘Billy
Goats Gruff’ and the children enjoyed role playing the stories
remembering key phrases from the story. In numeracy we
have been focusing on numbers and counting we have learnt a
range of number songs and have also learnt to count out from
a group up to ten.

CLASS 5
WONDERFUL WORK IN THE GARDEN DURING SCIENCE WITH JUDY.

CLASS 6
Every day we read
Acknowledgement to Country, paying
respect to the Boon Wurrung people.

Reconciliation week
Indigenous hand
printing

P.S.C WELCOMES
ELISE
Term 1 and 2 have flown by in Class 13
and we are so excited to be back in our
classroom face to face learning after our
isolation break! We have jumped straight
back into literacy and numeracy rotations,
learnt about the different states in our country
and animal habitats in integrated studies,
participated in some problem solving role play
and loving having fun around each other! It’s
been great getting back into PE, Art, Cooking
and ICT, and while Strengthening Pathways looks a
little different this term, we are trying out some
new programs, such as STEM challenges and Kahoot
quizzes!

Class
13

It is so good to be back with our friends in class 4!
We have enjoyed making playdough traffic lights,
painting, playing together during developmental
play and learning about letters, word families,
counting and spatial concepts.
We have also enjoyed our time up in the therapy
room and class activities outside.

CLASS 18 VCAL

PARKS AND GARDENS

CLASS 11 + 12

Class 9

Class 16

Class 15

Class 7 has had a wonderful start
back to Term 2. We have been
learning how to make friends,
playing class games of tiggy,
soccer and basketball.
We have been working together
and learning about our friends
Engine Speeds.
Class 7's highlights have been
learning Digital Lego Designer on
the computer. We would like to
welcome Olly, who is new to our
class this term. This class of boys
has been very busy and learning
a lot. We are looking forward to
coming back in Term 3.

Class 17

